Functional analysis of sucrase-isomaltase mutations from chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients.
Next-generation sequencing techniques have emerged as powerful tools for the understanding of cancer genomes. In recent years, whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing strategies have enabled the annotation of a comprehensive mutation landscape of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), the most frequent leukemia in western countries. Several recurrently mutated genes have been identified, with a subset being validated as neoplastic drivers. Still, a main challenge remains for the differentiation between driver and passenger mutations among candidates as well as for the functional description of the newly discovered leukemogenic genes that could be utilized for personalized anti-tumor strategies. In this scenario, we have identified the metabolic enzyme sucrase-isomaltase (SI) as one of the most frequently mutated genes in a cohort of 105 CLL patients. Here, we demonstrate that these SI mutations result in loss of enzyme function by preventing the biosynthesis of catalytically competent SI at the cell surface. Transcriptome analyses of RNA from CLL patients with SI loss-of-function mutations have uncovered gene expression patterns that depict ample metabolic reprogramming, pinpointing SI as a putative player in the cancer-associated metabolic switch. These results highlight SI as a relevant target for clinical evaluation in future CLL studies.